Capacity Requirements Planning (PP-CRP)

This space is created so that ideas and information can be shared in a central place.
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Staging Area

---

**Master Data**
- How to create a work center
- How to maintain shifts in work center
- How to create formulas for work center
- Shift Sequences and Shifts

**Scheduling**
- Set up "Shift Order" indicator in OPU3
- Convert PIT time to real date
- Inconsistencies Between Intervals and Factory Calendar
- Operations Updated When Production Order is Rescheduled

**Capacity Leveling**
- Customizing Selection Fields in Capacity Evaluation
- How "Dispatch Sequence" in Strategy Profile Works
- How "Lead-time offset" and "Operation LT offset" Works
- Customizing Transactions for Capacity Leveling
- Customizing Drag and Drop in Capacity Leveling
General
- Transaction List for Capacity Leveling and Evaluation

Capacity Evaluation
- Capacity Evaluation transactions
- Customizing Transactions for Capacity Evaluation

Miscellaneous
- Capacity Requirement - Table KBED

Troubleshooting Guides
In process

FAQ Notes
150007 - Scheduling of production orders
151503 - Scheduling of process order
151551 - Scheduling of network
152319 - Scheduling of planned order for routing
156115 - Scheduling of planned order for recipe
156933 - Scheduling routing

Help!
- WIKI Help
- Guides and Help
- SAP's Customer Network for R&D and Engineering
- SAP PLM Consulting Germany - Welcome